
Shocking William 
 
It was the last night of the tramp.  We had got to know each other better and were settling into 
a state of comfortable bonhomie fuelled by tuatuas, pauas and a tide of wine.  At fifty, I was 
the youngest man present by a few years.  The conversation roamed hither and yon; somehow 
I was led to declare “ I don’ t think anything can shock me any more.”    
 
The company was sceptical.  “No,”  said Paul, “ I take William’s point.  At a certain age 
you’ve seen enough that no human depravity surprises you.”    
 
The inventive took up the gauntlet.  “What about this joke from prison?”  asked Annabel, the 
social worker.  “How many men does it take to paper a hallway?  Depends how thin you slice 
them.”   But that was disgusting, not shocking.  “What if you put your fingers in the light 
socket?” suggested Jenny, “Wouldn’ t that shock you?”   We all knew that wasn’ t the point. 
 
Conversation meandered on to school days.   “ I was caned regularly,”  said Paul.  “Me too,”  
volunteered Miles, echoed by Maria.  “ I was so astonished,”  added George. “When I arrived 
from England aged ten, I’d never experienced anything like it.  I was beaten weekly.”     “Of 
course, there was a complicity in all this between masters and boys,”  continued Paul.   “After 
uni I spent a year teaching, and for the first two terms I held out as a young liberal against 
whacking, but then I cracked and after caning a few miscreants had no further trouble.  I 
remember one of the other teachers, who was a real sadist, throwing open his window and 
shouting down to me ‘Good on ya!’   And the atmosphere of brutality encouraged ragging and 
victimization, which some of the boys tried to continue in the residences when they went to 
Vic.”  
 
“And of course the Maori kids were bullied relentlessly,”  added Miles. 
 
My throat had tightened with emotion. “Now I am shocked,”  I said in a small voice. Several 
kiwi friends had previously talked of regular caning and strapping during their school days, 
and I had naively supposed these to be isolated cases; but when it was the experience of every 
kiwi-raised man present, there was no doubting the appalling New Zealand heritage of 
ubiquitous school-day violence.  What a contrast with the soft green furze, the gentle tussock, 
the warm mist of the previous days!  And perhaps an explanation of why so many kiwi men a 
little older than myself have the streak of the bully in them since violence begets violence, 
even if, thankfully, it is often attenuated. 
 
I was not brutalised by school in England: I was bored by it (until we began to study science 
in earnest).  My daughters, in contrast, loved their New Zealand schooling right from the start. 
This is a tribute to a new generation of teachers who have understood that education is about 
nurturing and stimulating children, and the adults they become, not repressing and demeaning 
them.  Let’s keep it this way.  
 
The author, William Tobin, is a lecturer in the Department of Physics & Astronomy in the 
University of Canterbury.  His grandfather was a native-born New Zealander and headmaster 
of Hikurangi College, Clareville, whose practices concerning corporal punishment can only 
be guessed. 


